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First, we want to Thank You! Our entire team at Lucent understands and appreciates the trust you have placed in us by selecting us to undertake your property inspection. We know you had choices, and we are honored that you chose us.

On the next page, you will find details about our company that, we believe, set us
apart from others in our industry, and serve to confirm your selection of us as a
good decision.

Then, in the following pages, we will share the results of our comprehensive
inspection of the property you are considering. Please remember that we are
always available to you to answer questions, or to walk through the property with
you to point out any issues we may have identified in the course of our inspection
and that are included in this report.
Meet Your Inspector.
Marlon Lynn, AR- 91842
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1.
This comprehensive and clearlypresented Building Inspection report identifies areas of critical concern in the major building components of a building – structural,
roofing, mechanical, etc. This report should give you an overall understanding of the physical conditions of the building.

lucent | adjective

2.
Maintenance on every structure is

| shining | brilliant | transparent |

ongoing. The items identified in
this report as a concern should be
individually analyzed by a design
professional or contractor to determine necessary repairs. Many are
minor and should not individually
be the basis of a buying decision.

3.
This report helps the prospective
building buyer distinguish between
those areas of critical concern
mentioned above, and issues that
are easily corrected or of a purely
cosmetic nature.
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It’s in the numbers…
As you review this report, you’ll notice
we’ve assigned numbers to various
building components we’ve inspected.
Here is what these numbers mean:

10 – The building system or component
appears new, and the owner can
reasonably expect it to perform as new and
for the full typical lifespan of such
systems/components.
For example: Your inspector has assigned a 10
as the Roof Covering Condition, meaning the
roof covering appears to be in new condition,
and the owner can reasonably expect the roof
covering to last the full and typical lifespan of
that particular roofing material.

9 – The system or component appears
nearly new, shows few if any signs of wear
or damage, and can reasonably be
expected to perform for up to 90% of the
typical lifespan of such
systems/components.
For example: Your inspector has assigned a 9
as the Roof Covering Condition, meaning the
roof covering appears nearly new, and the
owner can reasonably expect the roof covering
to last up to 90% of the typical lifespan of that
particular roofing material.

8 – The system or component shows some
very minor signs of wear or damage but
can reasonably be expected to perform
efficiently for the duration of its typical
lifespan. Any identified deficiencies can be
repaired.

7 – The system or component shows wear
or damage typical of its age but can
reasonably be expected to perform
efficiently for the duration of its typical
lifespan. Any identified deficiencies can be
repaired. No damage to underlying building
components is evident.
For example: Your inspector has assigned a 7
as the Roof Covering Condition, meaning that
any identified wear or damage to the roof
covering material is typical for its age, that the
material is expected to continue to perform
efficiently for the duration of its typical lifespan,
and that no damage to underlying roofing
components is evident.

6 – The system or component shows wear
or damage typical of its age but is nearing
the mid-point of its expected lifespan. Any
identified damage or deficiencies should be
addressed by repair vs. replacement. No
damage to underlying building components
is evident.
For example: Your inspector has assigned a 6
as the Roof Covering Condition, meaning the
roof covering material is nearing the mid-point
of its expected lifespan. However, any evident
damage can likely be repaired. There is no
evidence of damage to underlying roofing
components.

For example: Your inspector has assigned an 8
as the Roof Covering Condition, meaning the
roof covering material shows only minor signs
of wear typical for its age, and is reasonably
expected to continue to perform as required for
the duration of the lifespan typical for that
particular roofing material.
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5 – The system or component shows wear
or damage to the point that the
system/component has reached the midpoint of its typical lifespan. Any identified
damage or deficiencies should be
addressed by repair vs. replacement.
Except as noted, no damage to underlying
building components is evident.
For example: Your inspector has assigned a 5
as the Roof Covering Condition, meaning the
roof covering has reached the mid-point of the
typical lifespan of that particular roofing material, but the material remains sound, and continues to protect the roof underlayment materials. Except as may me noted, no damage to the
underlying roofing components was evident.

4 – The system or component shows wear
or damage to the extent that it has entered
the final third of its expected lifespan, and
some damage to underlying building
components could be expected. Repair or
replacement is highly recommended.
For example: Your inspector has assigned a 4
as the Roof Covering Condition, meaning that
some roof covering material is significantly
damaged. Except as may be noted, damage to
underlying roofing components is not evident,
could reasonably be expected, and would likely
be revealed if the roof covering material were
removed. Repair or replacement of the roof
covering is highly recommended.

3 – Approximately fifty-percent (50%) of
the system or component is badly
deteriorated or damaged. Damage to
underlying building systems is evident.
Repairs could be undertaken but could be
extensive and costly. Replacement is highly
recommended.
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roof covering material. There is also evidence of
damage to underlying roofing components.
Repairs could be undertaken without a full roof
replacement, but they would be extensive,
costly and would only extend the lifespan of the
roof for a limited period of time. Full roof
replacement is recommended.

2 – The system or component is
deteriorated or damaged beyond the point
where repairs should be undertaken.
Damage to underlying building components
is evident and could be significant.
Replacement is highly recommended.
For example: Your inspector has assigned a 2
as the Roof Covering Condition, meaning that
there is extensive damage to the roof covering
materials as well as the roof underlayment. In
addition, there is a strong likelihood that there
is damage to the roof support structures (i.e.,
wood trusses.) Full roof replacement is highly
recommended.

1 – The system or component is
deteriorated or damaged to the degree that
repair is not a reasonable option, and
replacement is imperative. Damage to
underlying building components is evident
to the point that these components are in
danger of significant damage or even
failure. Replacement is imperative.
For example: Your inspector has assigned a 1
as the Roof Covering Condition, meaning that
the roof covering is extensively damaged or
missing altogether, moisture has penetrated the
underlayment, and is causing significant
damage to the roof decking. There is also
evidence that roof support structures have been
damaged. The roof covering, and likely
components of the roof underlayment, must be
replaced immediately.

For example: Your inspector has assigned a 3
as the Roof Covering Condition, meaning that
there is significant damage to over half of the
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Executive Summary
1.1

General Physical Condition Data

Client Name

MADE Ventures, LLC.

Project Name

Blue Vintage Charm Office

Current Use or Property Type

Building Class B, C-2

Parcel ID

242906000000044450

City, County, State, Zip Code

Lakeland, FL - Polk

Area of Site (acres)

0.28

Number of Buildings/Area (SF)

1 Building(s)- 1789 square feet

Number of Stories

1

Year(s) First Dev’d for Current Use

1939

Year(s) Significant Renovations

1989

Current Adjoining Uses: General

Commercial and Residential

Applicable Building Code(s):
Original

Unknown

Applicable Building Code(s):
Current

Unknown

Outstanding Code Violations?

Unknown

Zone

C-2

Opinions of Immediate Needs

N/A

Opinion of Cost: Needs Over Term
Uninflated

N/A

Opinion of Cost: Needs Over 10year period Inflated, $/sf/yr.

N/A

Probable Maximum Loss (Seismic)

N/A
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Executive Summary
1.2

Inspector’s Opinion of Condition

But before we get to the details,
here are some general observations about the property under consideration and our
inspector’s opinion about each of the systems of the building

Summary Condition of Building System
10

Roofing System

7

Structural / Foundation

8

Exterior

7

Interior / Windows /
Doors

8

Heating / Cooling Systems

7

Plumbing Systems

7

Electrical System

9

Attic / Insulation
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Front of Building

Left Side of Building

Right Side of Building

Rear of Building

Overall: Our general observation is
that the property is in good condition
for its age but needs planned upgrades
to properly service a commercial user.
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Executive Summary
1.2

Inspector’s Opinion of Condition

The property inspected on 2020-08-26 13:15:00, is a 1 story building currently vacant but
renovated for an office space. About 1939 the property was developed/renovated with an
effective year of 1989. The Polk PA website has the parcel 24-29-06-000000-044450, listed
as 0.28 acres. The adjacent streets are E Highland Drive and S Florida Ave.
The building was constructed using a Wood Frame with facades clad in Wood Siding, Vinyl
Siding and Other. Overall, the building size is approximately 1,789 square feet with
approximately 1,693 square feet of conditioned space as found on the Polk PA website.
Building foundations consist of Brick/Block piers. The roof appears to be 0-5 years old with
Asphalt / Fiberglass Shingle covering although a permit was not found for the roof. The
Gable roof drains to the edge and has no gutters.
Parking on site and consists of improved/stabilized grass surface. There are 11 total parking
spaces with None of those spaces being ADA spaces. No retention appears the site with
none designed or required.
Utilities available on-site including power provided by Lakeland Electric, water and sanitary
provided by City of Lakeland. All power is Overhead. Waste disposal is picked up by Small
Containers.
The building has an Electric Heat Pump System heating system and Central Air - Split
System air - conditioning system. The air handlers are approximately 14 years old
depending on the unit.
Life safety should be addressed by periodic fire department inspections with designated,
marked exits with exit signs and emergency lighting throughout the space (None were
observed during the inspection). Fire extinguishers were observed in the building but should
be replaced and installed properly. Fire prevention sprinkler system were not observed.
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2. Purpose and Scope
This Property Condition Assessment (PCA) report (the “Report”) has been prepared
pursuant to a contract between Lucent Inspections, LLC (“Lucent”) and MADE Ventures, LLC
(the “Client”).
2.1 RELIANCE UPON AND USE BY THIRD PARTIES
As a condition of that contractual relationship between Lucent and the Client, the parties
have exchanged information specific to the subject property. This information serves as the
basis upon which the Report has been prepared. Due to the significance of this
communication between Lucent and the Client, any reliance upon or use of the Report by
any person or entity other the Client, is prohibited and shall be deemed a circumstance
unforeseen and unforeseeable by Lucent.
Unless expressly stated herein, there are no third-party beneficiaries to the contract
between Lucent and the Client nor to the Report prepared in accordance with that contract.
Any reliance upon or use of the Report by any third party absent the explicit authorization in
writing by both Lucent and the Client is prohibited. Any unauthorized reliance upon or use of
the Report by any third party will be at that third party’s sole risk. Subsequently, no
obligations, either express or implied, are made by the parties to this contract to any such
third party.
Authorization to third parties may be granted upon request. Such third-party authorizations
will be in writing and for a fee to be agreed upon by the parties. Any third party granted
such authorization agrees to be bound by all the provisions and conditions of the contract
between Lucent and the Client. Absent such written authorization, no use of or reliance
upon this report is granted to any third party.
2.3 STANDARD OF CARE AND WARRANTIES
Lucent agrees to perform the Property Condition Assessment (PCA) using methods and
procedures conforming with ASTM 2018-01, “Standard Guide for Property Condition
Assessments, Baseline Property Condition Assessment Process.” Findings, conclusions, and
recommendations expressed by Lucent in this PCA report are made incorporating the
limitations referenced in ASTM E 2018-08.
Lucent warrants that the findings, conclusions, and recommendations contained in the
Report have been prepared in accordance with accepted professional standards in place at
the time the Report was prepared. Future modifications to these standards cannot and have
not been anticipated in the preparation of the Report and have not been referenced.
The methodologies employed in the preparation of the Report may include a review of
information that may have been provided by other sources. Lucent assumes the reliability of
this information, and, in accordance with ASTM standards, is under no obligation to
independently verify such information. As a consequence, Lucent cannot and does not
warrant nor guarantee the accuracy or completeness of such information.
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QUALIFICATIONS

2.3.1 Whereas Lucent makes every effort to provide an accurate and comprehensive
Property Condition Assessment, such inspections are not to be considered technically
exhaustive. As certain conditions may exist on the property that could not
reasonably be identified within the scope of the assessment or from other available
information, there remains the possibility that, even with the application of proper
methodologies, some conditions may remain unidentified.
2.3.2 Lucent’s services and the Report prepared under its contract with the Client are not
to be construed as professional architecture or engineering findings or
recommendations nor do they warrant or guarantee the adequacy of design or
performance of any building component or system.
2.3.3 Except where expressly stated, Lucent’s Report is based on a limited ground-level
visual inspection of the property in accordance with ASTM 2018-08. Lucent did not
gain access to all areas nor perform any exploratory probing, testing, or demolition.
Lucent did not take any samples of any materials nor perform any materials testing.
The PCA is not to be construed as an inspection to determine compliance with any
code, safety, environmental or regulatory standard.
2.3.4 The PCA is intended to identify areas that might require repair or maintenance but
not to eliminate all uncertainty regarding such needs.
2.3.5 The Report is an assessment of conditions at the time the PCA was performed.
Conditions are likely to change with the passage of time and Lucent is not
responsible for such changes.
2.3.6 As a part of the PCA, Lucent performed a limited visual inspection for the visible
presence of mold. Any testing or assessment of the type of mold or risks of such are
beyond the scope of the PCA and require the services of a licensed professional. The
Client acknowledges that site conditions that may support the growth of mold are
outside Lucent’s control and that changes in site conditions may result in additional
mold growth in the future. This inspection did not investigate nor test for the
possible presence of other biological contaminates.
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3. Additional Considerations
(Microbial Growth, ADA (handicap accessibility), Asbestos, etc.)
3.0 NON-ASTM SCOPE CONSIDERATIONS
3.1 DISABLED PERSON ACCESSIBILITY ASSESSMENT (ADA COMPLIANCE ASSESSSMENT)
3.1.1 BACKGROUND
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) became Federal law on January 26, 1992 and establishes requirements under which existing and new facilities must make “readily achievable” accommodations to remove certain architectural and communications obstacles for individuals with
disabilities. Additional information on the ADA can be found at www.ADA.gov.
3.1.2 SCOPE OF SERVICES
Pursuant to ASTM, Lucent performed a “Tier 1” accessibility assessment of the “common areas”
of the building. A formal ADA survey was not performed. Any items observed as being non-compliant with ADA were noted in the Report without consideration as to whether they are “readily
achievable” or the cost of bringing them into compliance with ADA. Factors and considerations
regarding the achievability and cost of any such modifications are outside the scope of the PCA
and are not included in the Report.
3.1.3 OBSERVATIONS – PARKING
The number of parking spaces at the site is 11. Of these, 0 are marked as ADA parking spaces.
Based on that ratio, the building is non-compliant.
Additional observations/recommendations: As ADA compliance is a concern for all businesses
and the age of the building does not release a business from serving clients with disabilities,
there should be a plan to achieve compliance.
3.2 MOLD ASSESSMENT
No mold assessment was performed as a function of this PCA.
3.3 SEISMIC ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT
Lucent did not perform a seismic activity assessment as a function of this PCA as the site is not
located in Zones 4/Alpha (areas of high probability of damage from ground motion in earthquakes) as defined by the Florida Building Code.
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4. Methodology and Resources
4.1 SCOPE OF SERVICES
4.1.1 ASTM based Property Condition Assessment
Lucent Inspections performed a Property Condition Assessment (PSA) based on ASTM Guide
E 2018-08 at the subject property. The PSA data was collected through an on-site
walkthrough, review of documents provided by the seller, online research of government departments, and interviews. All observations are visual and not based on testing of any kind.
4.1.2 Non-ASTM Inspections
Lucent Inspections did not perform other inspections or tests beyond the scope of ASTM E
2018-08.
4.2 INSPECTION METHODS
4.2.1 PSA Data Collection
The Data Collection for the Property Conditions Assessment included:
4.2.1.1 Site Walkthrough
On 2020-08-26 13:15:00, a visual inspect was conducted at the site by Marlon
Lynn, AR- 91842, and Ken Ewell, HI-11479. The visual data was collected by the
inspector’s as well as photographs to create this report. No testing or sampling was
done for this report.
4.2.1.2 Research
We were also able to conduct limited internet research of government websites.
4.2.1.3 Interviews
Interviews are conducted to derive information about the property’s history including
facts not visually apparent.
4.3 Estimation of Age
The inspectors of Lucent Inspections use experience and product data to estimate the
lifespan of individual products represented in the report. We consider the industry-standard
maximum life of a product and if not available through research, estimate the remaining life
where appropriate.
4.4 Recommended Action
Lucent Inspections identified items on-site that are a concern. To clarify the immediacy of
each concern we categorize them into Immediate Repair, Planned Repair 1-5 years and
Planned Repair 6-10 years. We exclude items that are considered normal maintenance, but
deferred maintenance or uncommon items are included.
4.5 Opinion of Probable Cost
Our Opinion of Probable Cost is based on several possible sources:
- Published cost information
- User-provided costs
- Actual project cost data from our industry partners
- Data from third parties such as contractors or suppliers
Although we strive to provide accurate information, construction and material pricing varies
greatly by location and can vary with time with most contractors limited estimates to 30 days
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4.6 LIMITATIONS, EXCEPTIONS & EXCLUSIONS
Limitations:
A. An inspection is not technically exhaustive.
B. An inspection will not identify concealed or latent defects.
C. An inspection will not deal with aesthetic concerns, or what could be deemed matters
of taste, cosmetic defects, etc.
D. An inspection does not determine the market value of the property or its marketability.
Exclusions:
A. The inspector is not required to determine:
a. property boundary lines or encroachments.
b. the condition of any component or system that is not readily accessible.
c. any manufacturers' recalls or conformance with manufacturer installation, or
any information included for consumer protection purposes.
d. any hazardous waste conditions.
e. the existence of environmental hazards, including lead paint, asbestos or toxic
drywall.
f. the cause or reason of any condition.
g. future conditions.
h. the presence of evidence of rodents, birds, bats, animals, insects, or other
pests.
i. the presence of mold, mildew, or fungus.
j. the presence of airborne hazards, including radon.
k. the air quality.
l. the existence of electromagnetic fields.
B. The inspector is not required to operate:
a. any system that is shut down.
b. any system that does not function properly.
c. or evaluate low-voltage electrical systems, such as, but not limited to:
i. phone lines;
ii. cable lines;
iii. satellite dishes;
iv. antennae;
v. lights; or
vi. remote controls.
d. any system that does not turn on with the use of normal operating controls.
e. any shut-off valves or manual stop valves.
f. any electrical disconnect or over-current protection devices.
g. any alarm systems.
h. moisture meters, gas detectors or similar equipment.
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C. The inspector is not required to:
a. move any personal items or other obstructions, such as, but not limited
to: throw rugs, carpeting, wall coverings, furniture, ceiling tiles, window coverings, equipment, plants, ice, debris, snow, water, dirt, pets, or anything else
that might restrict the visual inspection.
b. dismantle, open, or uncover any system or component.
c. enter or access any area that may, in the inspector's opinion, be unsafe.
d. enter crawlspaces or other areas that may be unsafe or not readily accessible.
e. inspect underground items, such as, but not limited to lawn-irrigation systems,
or underground storage tanks (or indications of their presence), whether abandoned or actively used.
f. do anything that may, in the inspector's opinion, be unsafe or dangerous to
him/herself or others, or damage property, such as, but not limited to: walking on roof surfaces, climbing ladders, entering attic spaces, or negotiating
with pets.
g. inspect decorative items.
h. inspect intercoms, speaker systems or security systems.
i. offer guarantees or warranties.
j. offer or perform any engineering services.
k. perform or offer Phase 1 or environmental audits.
l. inspect any system or component that is not included in these Standards.
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5. Divisions

Roofing:
Why we look so closely at your
building’s roof: A building’s roof is the
first line of defense against the elements –
moisture intrusion, in particular – which is
why we look closely at the roof covering,
structure, and other roofing components.
A damaged or compromised roof could
result in damage to other roofing
components as well as other building
systems within the structure of the
building.

Standards:
The inspector observed the roof
covering system and components
including the roof materials, flashing,
skylights, chimneys, and roof
penetrations. Sufficient roof drainage
off the roof and away from the
building is confirmed. Ventilation
must be provided in the attic unless
the insulation is applied directly to
the roof deck which the inspector
will confirm.

The existing roof type is an Asphalt / Fiberglass Shingle type
and shows signs of No Apparent
Leaks. The inspector’s opinion rating of the roof covering is a
10 / 10.
The inspector observed the roof to
be a Gable type.
Roof Penetrations can be sources of
roof leaks and the inspector observed
the following items that should be
monitored: None.

The inspector had the following
comments about the roof:
Satisfactory at time of inspection.
There were a few spots that had
some gaps that need to be sealed
to prevent moisture intrusion,
detailed in photos. Roof is new as
per City of Lakeland Permit BLD1908585 with a final date of
01/23/2020.
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Roof Photo Comments: NONE
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Exterior:
We also look very closely at your
building’s exterior. Much like the
roof, a building’s exterior cladding is a
part of its first line of defense against
the elements, which is why we look so
closely at the exterior skin, structure,
and other exterior components. A
damaged or compromised exterior
could result in damage to other wall
components as well as other interior
building systems within the building.

Standards:
The exterior systems and
components that the inspectors
observe include the exterior wall
cladding, flashing, trim, exterior
doors, attached decks, balconies,
stoops, steps, porches, railings,
walkways, patios, driveways,
garages, and carports.
Included in this area is the effects of
site conditions on the building
structure. Items such as vegetation,
grading, surface drainage and
retaining walls will be viewed by the
inspector for compliance with
common standards.

Obviously, there are almost an

soffits. Depending on how the
attic ventilation was originally
designed, the Soffits can either be
perforated or solid. If the soffits
are perforated, you must maintain
the airflow from the soffit to the
roof vent during the life of the
building and avoid painting them in
a way that seals off the airflow.

unlimited number of exterior finish
types and each of them have their
own deficiencies. The inspector is
trained to recognize these
materials and will provide
comments on the elements that
are not in good repair.
The exterior walls are finished with
Wood Siding, Vinyl Siding, and
Other. All wall finishes are
deteriorated by the sun and rain,
requiring sealant or paint every
few years. In the joints where two
materials come together, the
sealant should be replaced on a
maintenance schedule.

Fascia is the material at the very
edge of the roof that is typically
vertical. This building has Wood
fascia. Maintenance or painting of
this material is important to the
long-term durability of the roof
structure as it keeps water from
contacting the venerable roof
framing.

Soffits are the materials under the
eaves, and this building has limited
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Windows are critical to the
weather resistance of the exterior
building envelope and their
function is also important as an
emergency egress in bedrooms.
The type of windows in this
building is Wood, Aluminum and
the inspector’s opinion rating of
the windows is 8 / 10.
The types of exterior doors in this
building are Aluminum and the
inspector’s opinion rating of the
exterior doors is 9 / 10.
The type of flashing and trim on
this building is Metal and the
inspector’s opinion rating of the
Flashing or Trim is 9 /10.
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The exterior walkways are
Concrete Slab and the
inspector’s opinion rating of the
walkways is 10 / 10.
The driveways are None and the
inspector’s opinion rating of the
driveways is 8 / 10.
The inspector’s opinion rating of
the landscape vegetation is
7 / 10.
From visual observation the
Drainage Appears Proper.
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The Exterior Railing type is
Wood, Metal and the condition is
9 / 10.

The exterior stairs on this building
are Concrete and the inspector’s
opinion rating is 9 / 10.
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Standards:
The building’s structural system
includes such items as a foundation,
floor structure, wall structure, ceiling
structure, roof structure, posts,
beams, columns, joists, rafters,
trusses and other framing.
Damage to elements of these systems
can have serious implications to the
stability of the building so the
inspector looks for any deviations
that look unusual.

The importance of a firm
foundation: A building’s structural
integrity begins with its foundation,
basement, and support structures.
Here we pay attention to signs of
deterioration or movement which
could result in costly repairs.

This building has a Brick Pier /
Block Pier foundation and the
inspector’s opinion rating is
8 / 10.
The building crawlspace was
Entered for Inspection and the
crawlspace is entry location is in
the Rear exterior.
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The building basement was None
and the basement entry location is
None.
Access to the attic is located in the
Hallway.
This building has Wood Rafters
for a roof structure and the
inspector’s opinion rating is
10 / 10.

This building’s roof deck is
Dimensional Lumber
and the inspector’s opinion rating
is 10 / 10.
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Inspecting the attic we found the
following: The framing is in
generally good condition. There is
evidence of past roof leaks, but
the current roof shows no signs of
leakage.
Exterior walls of this building were
constructed of Wood Framing
and the inspector’s opinion rating
is 10 / 10.
Interior wall framing of this
building was constructed of Wood
Framing and the inspector’s
opinion rating is 10 / 10.
Interior floor framing of this
building was constructed of Wood
Framing and the inspector’s
opinion rating is 7 / 10.
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Heating and
Cooling:
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Standards:
The Heating Ventilation and Air
Conditioning (HVAC) system
includes installed heating
equipment, heating fuel storage,
heating fuel distribution, vent
systems, flues, chimneys, ductwork,
air distribution systems, mechanical
ventilation, identification of heating
system energy source, verify heating
system capacity, air conditioning
components, but excluding window
air conditioning systems.

It’s more than a matter of
comfort: A building’s heating and
cooling system is another important
component affecting the overall
condition of the building. A properly
operating heating and cooling system
not only provides comfort to the
occupants, but also provides critical
temperature and humidity control for
the interior of the building.

The type of heater used in this
system is Electric Heat Pump
System.
The heating system is estimated to
have been installed in 2006
making it approximately 14 years
old.
The heating unit is located Attic.
The inspector’s opinion rating of
the heating unit is 10 / 10.
The heating system fuel tank is
located None.
The following are additional
comments about the HVAC
system: None.
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The cooling unit type is Central
Air - Split System.
The cooling system is estimated
to be installed in 2006 making it
approximately 14 years old.
The thermostat is located
Hallway
The location of the cooling unit is
Exterior - Rear.
The condition of the cooling unit is
10 / 10.
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Plumbing:
It’s about more than dripping
faucets: A leaking plumbing pipe can
cause unseen damage to multiple
components of a building. For that
reason, we look very closely at the
plumbing system and all its fixtures.

Standards:
The plumbing system includes
internal water supply piping and
distribution, fixtures, faucets, drains,
waste systems, vent systems,
plumbing fixtures, flues, chimneys,
drain sumps, sump pumps, material
types of all piping, water heating
equipment, main water valves, main
fuel valves and all other connected
component.

The main water supply valve is
Rear.

The sewer cleanout is Not
Accessible or Visible.
The water service type is Public.

The inspector’s opinion rating of
the main water supply valve is
7 / 10.
Was fire sprinkler system present:
no
The main supply line material is
PVC.
The main waste and vent line
material is PVC, Cast Iron.

The sanitary service type is
Public.

The fixture supply line material is
Stainless Braided.
The fixture drain line material is
PVC.

Is the Temperature Pressure
Relief Valve on the water heater
installed: No

The inspector’s opinion rating of
the main fuel supply valve is
None.

Is the Drain Pan and Discharge
under the water heater installed:
No
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The water heater is located in the
Kitchen.
The water heater fuel type is
Electric.
The water heater was installed in
making the estimated age of the
water heater 1 years old.
The inspector’s opinion rating of
the water heater(s) is
10 / 10

Types of water fixtures inspected
are: Hose Bibs,Kitchen
Sink,Bathroom
Sinks,Bathroom
Showers,Bathroom
Toilets,Refrigerator
Connection.

The inspector observed 2
bathrooms in the building.
The following are comments
on the plumbing system: The
hose bib out back has a slight
active leak recommend repair
before the problem becomes
bigger. Recommend evaluation
by licensed plumber.
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Electrical:
Standards:
The electrical system includes the
service entrance conductors, drip
loop, cables, raceways, main service
equipment, main disconnects,
service grounding, interior
components of the panels,
conductors, over current protection
devices, light fixtures, switches,
receptacles, ground fault circuit
interrupters, verification of
amperage and voltage ratings, main
disconnect, wiring methods, wiring
types, smoke detectors, arc fault
circuit interrupters and other
connected components.

The nerve center of the building: A
building’s electric service panel and
electrical wiring provide the necessary
power to all the equipment,
appliances, and electronics we have
come to rely on in our modern
buildings. In addition, the condition of
the electrical system is an important
factor in the overall safety of the
building and the security of its
occupants.

The location of the electric meter
and main panel is on the Exterior
The size of the electrical service is
200.
The type of electrical service
supplied to the building is
Overhead.
The main panel type is Circuit
Breaker.
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allowed. The inspector observed
Knob and Tube wiring in the
building: no
The inspector observed Exposed
or Unsafe Wiring in the building:
no
The type of electrical hazards
present: None.
Were Smoke Detectors and
Carbon Monoxide Detectors
present at time of inspection: no.

The inspector observed the Panel
Ground: yes
The inspector observed GFCI
receptacles where appropriate: no

The inspector’s opinion rating of
the electrical system is 8 / 10.

Aluminum is no longer allowed to
be installed in the branch circuits
of a building. The inspector
observed Aluminum Branch
Circuits in the building: no

The following are comments
on the electrical system: The
electrical under the building
should be reviewed by a Licensed
Electrician. Many conduits are
unsupported and have open
junction boxes.

Knob and Tube wiring is found in
older buildings and is no longer
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Ventilation:
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Standards:
The attic area components include
insulation, possible ventilation,
exposed ductwork, and this area
commonly provides visible access to
many other systems of the building.

A building’s insulation and ventilation
provide the energy efficiency and
humidity control to keep the
occupants comfortable and the
building’s components dry.

The location of the attic access is:
Hallway.
The type of insulation in use is
Loose Fill.
Average thickness of attic
insulation is 16.
The attic has proper ventilation:
yes
The ducts in the attic are properly
sealed: yes
The inspector’s opinion rating of
the insulation / Ventilation is
9 / 10.
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Doors/ Windows/
Interior:

Standards:
The interior components include
interior walls, ceilings, floors, steps,
stairways, railings, countertops,
sample of cabinets, garage doors,
interior doors, windows, locks and
latches, insulation, vapor retarders.

A building’s doors and windows
provide the occupants with security,
thermal comfort, and necessary
protection from the elements. For
these reasons, we pay particular
attention to the interior door and
window hardware to ensure they are
in good working order.

The inspector’s opinion rating of the
interior doors is 7 / 10.
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The inspector’s opinion rating of the
windows is 8 / 10.
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The inspector’s opinion rating of the
interior walls is 8 / 10.

The inspector’s opinion rating of the
floors is 10 / 10.
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The inspector’s opinion rating of the
ceilings is 6 / 10.
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Areas of Concern:

The Concerns area contains very
specific issues that could be as
simple as a Cosmetic issue or
something as serious as a Life
Safety issue.

Every report has inspector
identified concerns: We strive to
give you the appropriate perspective
as you try to understand what is
important. In the previous pages of
the report we have described the
overall components and the inspector
has given his opinion on conditions
which should be used to judge the
quality of the property.

C-1

Life Safety
Consult
Professional
Electrical
Immediate
Need

C-2

Powered by

The inspector may categorize a
comment as Consult Professional,
which is followed by a trade category,
in this instance we can recommend a
testing or trade professional who is
qualified to give a more detailed
analysis of an unclear issue.

Numerous spots observed
to have exposed wiring.
Recommend review and
repair by licensed
electrician to ensure
proper safety and
functionality. Pics 1-3

Photo 2
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C-3

C-4

Photo 3

Life Safety
Consult
Professional
Structural
Planned
repair 1-5 yrs

C-5

Consult
Professional
Electrical
Immediate
Need

C-6
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Cosmetic
Only

Rotted wood underneath
guest bathroom observed
from under the house.
Recommend repair by
licence their qualified
professional to ensure
structural safety.

GFCI outlets were not
working at time of
inspection recommend
review by licenced or
qualified electrician to
ensure proper function of
receptacles and safety

Pictures 6-13 show
gapping cracking or small
holes observed in exterior
of building recommend
sealing all gaps or holes
to prevent water intrusion
or damages.
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C-7

Photo 7

C-8

Photo 8

C-9

Photo 9

C-10
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Photo 10
Historic windows do not
function.
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C-11

Photo 11

C-12

Photo 12

C-13

Photo 13

C-14
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Consult
Professional
Plumbing
Immediate
Need

Small active leak
observed on hose bib pipe
in rear of property.
Recommend review and
repair by licensed
plumber to ensure proper
function of hose bib and
to prevent high water
bills.
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C-15

Information
Only

Recommend trimming
plumbers puddy in drain
rim to look better and
function properly. Water
puddles around the
excessive puddy.

C-16

Cosmetic
Only

Suggest weather stripping
on front door and any
windows that are not
shutting and sealing all
the way. This helps
prevent high energy bills
and energy loss.

C-17

Information
Only

Doorknob missing in
bedroom 2 recommend
repairing to ensure proper
function of door.

Immediate
Need
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C-18

Information
Only
Immediate
Need

C-19

C-20

18 - 19 hot water not
working at time of
inspection in guest
bathroom sink and
shower head.
Recommend review by
licensed plumber to
ensure proper function.

Photo 19

Life Safety
Consult
Professional
Immediate
Need

C-21
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Information
Only

GFCI outlets not working
properly at time of
inspection recommend
review by licensed
electrician to ensure
proper safety and
function.

Recommend replacing air
filter to ensure proper
function of AC system.

Immediate
Need
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C-22

Consult
Professional
Information
Only
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Recommend sealing to
prevent moisture
intrusion or water
damages done by wind
driven rains.

Roofing

C-23

Consult
Professional

Window pane is broken.

Immediate
Need
Window
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7. Out of Scope Considerations
NONE
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8. Qualifications
Resume - Marlon Lynn
Qualifications:
• Extensive experience in planning, building and managing projects
• Strong background in developing and operating small businesses
• Consistently provides multiple solutions to project challenges
• Maintains an extensive business and personal network in Central Florida
• Licensed to practice Architecture in Florida, Georgia and North Carolina
Professional Experience:
2004-Present

Marlon D. Lynn, PA – Architect – Florida
President / Owner

Marlon Lynn Architect, PA provides a complete array of design services focusing on Retail,
Hospitality and Commercial projects. Functions and responsibilities include:
• Establishment of measurable goals/objectives for the architectural firm.
• Analysis and evaluation of progress toward achievement of these goals/objectives,
followed by adaptation of the business model changes to assure even greater success.
• Identification and engagement of new clients.
• Navigation of new clients through a comprehensive planning process that includes
analysis of goals, objectives and challenges of the project, consideration of design
alternatives, and confirmation of the final design.
• Preparation of construction documents for bidding and permitting.
• Comprehensive project management from conception to turn-key delivery of the project.
2011-Present

Lucent Management, LLC
Commercial Real Estate Broker

Sale and leasing of commercial properties in the Lakeland, Florida area with an emphasis on
historical properties. Functions and responsibilities include:
• Listing and marketing of properties.
• Showcasing properties to prospective buyers and tenants.
• Negotiating sales and lease terms between parties to commercial real estate
transactions.
• Preparation of real estate sale and leasing documents.
• Analysis and presentation of site demographic data to clients.
• Comparative analysis to determine property market value.
2007-Present

Eventual, LLC – Development and Property Management
President / Owner
Purchase, restoration and sale/lease of commercial properties in the Lakeland, Florida area with
an emphasis on historical properties. Functions and responsibilities include:
• Identification of properties with potential for development or redevelopment.
• Research, analysis and preparation of proforma to determine feasibility of
development/redevelopment of prospective properties.
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•
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Enlistment of tenants and development partners for development/redevelopment
projects.
Comprehensive project management for these projects.

1998-2004

Furr and Wegman Architects
Intern Architect

1995-1998

Greased Lightning International
Manufacturer’s Representative
Marketing Research
Packaging Development

1989

Fowler Construction – Haines City, Florida
Contractor’s Assistant

1988

Watts Construction – Haines City, Florida
Contractor’s Assistant

Education:
2011

Cooke Real Estate School
Real Estate Licensing Training

1998

University of Florida
Master of Architecture
Acoustical Design Focus

1997

Vicenza Institute of Architecture, Vicenza, Italy
Architectural Studies of European Urban Design,
Building Design and Material Usage

1997

Museo Contisuyo, Moquegua, Peru
Architectural Consultant on Cerro Baul Archeological Excavation
Co-author of “Wari Construction Techniques at Cerro Baul”

1996

University of Florida
Bachelor of Design in Architecture with High Honors

1992

Polk Community College
Associates of Art with High Honors

1990

Haines City High School
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9. Exhibits, Appendices, Photo Logs, etc
NONE
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